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 Opening up the Turkish Economy
 in the Context of the Customs Union with EU

 Subidey Togan
 Bilkent University, Ankara

 Abstract

 The paper consider the Turkey-EU customs union (CU). After reviewing
 briefly the developments in Turkey-EU relations the paper studies the structure

 of protection that prevailed prior to the formation of the CU as well as struc

 ture of protection that will prevail when all of the adjustments required by the

 CU will be completed. The resource allocation effects of the CU are studied
 using nominal and effective protection rates. Besides the liberalization of trade

 the CU introduces new rules and disciplines that will effect the functioning of

 markets in Turkey. With the formation of CU Turkey is confronted with reduc

 tions in annual tax revenue. The paper studies the possible effects of tax rev
 enue losses as well as the effects of the CU on FDI in-flows.

 I. Introduction

 After pursuing inward oriented development strategies for fifty years

 Turkey switched over to outward oriented policies in 1980. The policy of fur

 ther opening up the economy was pursued with the aim of integrating into

 the European Union (EU), and on March 6, 1995 it was agreed at the Asso

 ciation Council meeting in Brussels that Turkey would join the European

 * Correspondence Address: Department of Economics, Bilkent University, 06533
 Bilkent, Ankara, Turkey. (Tel) 90-312-266-4809, (Fax) 90-312-266-5140.
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 158 Opening up the Turkish Economy in the Context of the Customs Union with EU

 customs union (CU) starting January 1, 1996. The purpose of this paper is

 to analyze what forming the CU with the EU entails for Turkey and also to

 study the effects of the CU. Section II considers the developments in
 Turkey-EU relations. Section III concentrates on the study of the structure

 of protection in Turkey and the effects of tariff changes. Section IV analyzes

 the effects of new rules and disciplines introduced through the Customs

 Union Decision (CUD). Section V discusses the issues related with trade in

 agricultural products. Macroeconomic effects are studied in section VI. The

 paper concludes with a short assessment of the CUD.

 II. Turkey and the European Union

 Turkey's application for association with the European Economic Com

 munity (EEC) was made in 1959. The application ultimately resulted in the

 signing of the Association Agreement in 1963. According to the Agreement,

 the association was to be implemented in three stages: a preparatory stage,

 a transitional stage and a final stage. During the preparatory stage, the EEC

 granted unilateral concessions to Turkey in the form of agricultural tariff

 quotas and secured financial assistance. In the meantime, Turkey did not

 have to change its trade regime. In 1967 Turkey lodged its application for

 negotiations on entering the transitional stage. The Additional Protocol to

 the Ankara Agreement was signed in 1970, and became effective in 1973.
 The basic aim of the Additional Protocol is the establishment of a CU. In

 1995 it was agreed at the Association Council meeting that Turkey would

 create a CU between Turkey and the EU starting on January 1, 1996. The

 CUD requires that Turkey

 • eliminates all customs duties, quantitative restrictions, all charges having

 equivalent effect to customs duties and all measures having equivalent

 effect to quantitative restrictions in trade of industrial goods with EU as of

 January 1,1996.

 • adopts the Common Customs Tariff (CCT) against third country imports

 by January 1, 1996 and adopts all of the preferential agreements EU has

 concluded with third countries by the year 2001.

 • incorporates within five years into its internal legal order the Community
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 instruments relating to the removal of technical barriers to trade. The list

 of these instruments is to be laid down within a period of one year. Effec

 tive co-operation is to be achieved in the fields of standardization, quality
 and certification.

 • approximates and implements EU's commercial policy regulations includ

 ing procedures for administering quantitative quotas, anti-dumping rules

 and procedures for officially supported export credits. In addition Turkey

 adopts EU's textile and garments agreement with third countries.

 • adjusts its policy in such a way as to adopt the common agricultural policy

 (CAP) measures required to establish freedom of movement of agricul

 tural products.

 • adopts EU's customs provisions in the fields of (i) origin of goods, (ii)
 customs declarations, (iii) release for free circulation, (iv) customs debt

 and (v) right of appeal.

 • insures adequate and effective protection and enforcement of intellectual,

 industrial and commercial property rights. Turkey will implement the

 Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) Agree
 ment by 1999.

 • adopts the EU competition rules, including measures regarding public

 aid within two years. But aid given for structural adjustment purposes will

 be considered compatible with the functioning of CU for another five

 years. Turkey shall ensure that its legislation in the field of competition

 rules is made comparable with that of the Community, and is applied
 effectively.

 The CUD is silent on four issues: (i) supply of services, (ii) establish
 ments, (iii) movement of capital, and (iv) movement of labor.

 Consideration of Turkey-EU trade data reveals that in 1995 Turkish
 exports to EU-15 amounted to US $11.08 billion (51.2% of Turkey's exports);

 imports from the EU US $16.86 billion (47.22% of Turkey's imports). Ger

 many, Italy, United Kingdom and France are the main trading partners of

 Turkey in EU. Table 1 shows that EU is not only one of the most important

 markets for Turkey, but also one of the main sources of supply of imported

 goods. Table lb indicates that the three export commodities with the high

 est shares in Turkish exports to the EU are textiles and clothing with a
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 Table 1

 Basic Data on the Turkish Foreign Trade During 1995

 Table la: Foreign Trade and its Territorial Composition

 Exports  Export  Imports  Import

 (Million $)  Share  (Million $)  Share

 EU-15  11,078  51.20  16,861  47.22

 Germany  5,036  23.28  5,548  15.54

 Italy  1,457  6.73  3,193  8.94

 UK  1,136  5.25  1,830  5.12

 France  1,033  4.77  1,996  5.59

 NAFTA  1,618  7.48  4,102  11.49

 Former Soviet Union  2,104  9.72  3,362  9.42

 Total  21,636  100  35,708  100

 Table lb: Commodity Composition of Exports and Imports of Turkey in Its Trade with EU

 SITC  Commodity  Exports  Imports

 1  0-08+41+42  Food  14.60  3.87

 2  1  Beverages and Tobacco  1.21  0.52

 3  08+22+43  Other Food Items  0.13  0.16

 4  2-22-27-28  Agricultural Raw Materials  1.95  2.85

 5  27+28  Crude Fertilizers and Metallic Ferrous Ore  2.33  3.62

 6  3  Energy  1.40  0.89

 7  67+68  Iron and Steel and Non-Ferrous Metals  4.16  5.71

 8  65+84  Textiles and Clothing  48.27  4.80

 9  61+83+85  Hides and Leather  0.49  1.08

 10  63+82  Wood Manufactures and Furniture  0.70  0.63

 11  64  Paper  0.23  2.06

 12  66  Non-Metalic Mineral Manufactures  2.69  1.38

 13  5+62  Chemicals and Rubber Products  4.14  15.66

 14  69  Metal Products  1.45  2.06

 15  7  Machinery and Transportation Equipment  13.79  42.53

 16  81+86+89+9  Miscellaneous Manufactured Articles  2.45  12.16

 First three sectors with highest shares  8,1,15  15,13,16
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 share of 48.27%, food with a share of 14.6% and machinery and transport
 equipment with a share of 13.79%. On the other hand the three commodities

 with the highest shares in Turkish imports from the EU are machinery and

 transport equipment with a share 42.53%, chemicals and rubber products
 with a share of 15.66% and miscellaneous manufactured articles with a share

 of 12.16%.

 III. Structure of Protection and Effects of Changes in Tariff Rates

 With the formation of the CU between Turkey and EU industrial goods

 will circulate freely between the parties, Turkey will implement the Commu

 nity's CCT on goods from third parties and adopt by the year 2001 all of the

 preferential trade agreements the EU has concluded over time. To calculate

 the effect of these changes on the Turkish economy one has to obtain fig

 ures for nominal protection rates (NPR) for trade with EU and also with

 third countries for periods before and after the formation of the CU. For the

 period before the formation of the CU we consider the year 1994 and for the

 period after the formation of the CU the year 2001 when Turkey is supposed

 to have adopted all of the preferential agreements of EU. The objective of
 this section is to determine the resource allocation effects of the CU.

 Column 1 of Table 2 reports the NPR's in trade with EU during 1994. The

 Table reveals that the economy wide NPR during 1994 in trade with EU has

 amounted to 10.22% when weighted by the sectoral import values. Consider

 ation of the frequency distribution of the sectoral NPR's reveals that among

 the 49 tradable goods industries considered, there were three industries in

 1994 which had a NPR higher than 50% in trade with EU, and that there
 were 33 industries which had a NPR less than 20% in trade with EU. Exami

 nation of sectoral NPR's reveals that the highest Turkish NPRs in trade with

 EU were in the sectors of "fruits and vegetables" (72.49%), "alcoholic bever

 ages" (72.1%) and "non-alcoholic beverages" (56.92%). In the case of trade

 with third countries we note that during 1994 the average NPR has amount

 ed, as reported in column 3 of Table 2, to 22.14% when weighted by the sec

 toral import values. Consideration of the frequency distribution of the sec
 toral NPR's in trade with third countries reveals that there were five indus

 tries in 1994 which had a NPR higher than 50%, and that there were 28
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 industries which had a NPR less than 20%. In the case of trade with third

 countries we note that during 1994 the highest NPRs were in the sectors

 "processed tobacco" (99.91%), "alcoholic beverages" (94.28%) and "fruits
 and vegetables" (72.62%).

 According to the CUD all industrial goods except the "European Coal and

 Steel Community" (ECSC) products circulate freely between the parties. In

 the case of ECSC products Turkey has signed a "Free Trade Agreement"
 (FTA) with EU in July 1996 as a result of which ECSC products will receive

 duty free treatment between the parties in three years time. In order to

 establish freedom of movement of agricultural products, Turkey according

 to the CUD will have to adjust its policy in such a way as to adopt the Com

 mon Agricultural Policy (CAP). But because of problems involved in adopt

 ing the CAP, agricultural commodities remain as yet outside the scope of the

 CU. The CUD requires that Turkey implements the Community's CCT on

 imports of industrial goods from third countries as of January 1, 1996 and

 adopts by the year 2001 all of the preferential trade agreements EU has con

 cluded over time. Hence in the case of trade with third parties a distinction

 has to be introduced for trade with EFTA countries, the Mediterranean

 countries, the Central and Eastern European countries (CEEC), developing

 countries having GSP treatment and the Lome Convention countries. Since

 with each of these country groups the EU has concluded preferential trade

 agreements Turkey in four years will be faced with different sets of tariff

 rates for different groups of countries. In the case of EFTA countries, CEEC

 and Israel, which have FTA's with the EU, the nominal tariff rates that will

 be applied by Turkey in the year 2001 on imports from these countries will

 be identical to those applied on imports from the EU. Thus the NPR's given

 in column 2 of Table 2 will have to apply to about 53.77% of imports, which is

 the average share of Turkish imports from the EU, EFTA, CEEC and Israel

 in total imports of Turkey during the 1991-1993 period. For Israel and CEEC

 the average Turkish tariff rates will decrease from 22.14% in 1994 to 1.34% in

 2001. On the other hand the share of developing countries having GSP treat

 ment in Turkish imports is around 27.54%. Finally the share of countries

 like USA, Japan and Canada, for which the EU applies the CCT, in Turkish

 imports is 18.46%. Column 4 of Table 2 shows the average MFN tariff rates

 obtained under the assumption that Turkey does not change the NPR's on
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 Table 2

 Nominal Protection Rates before and after the Customs Union with EU

 1-0

 Code

 Sector Name
 NPRwith EU

 in 1994

 NPRwithEU
 after Customs

 Union

 NPR with Third
 Countries in

 1994

 Average MFN
 Tariff Rates

 after Customs
 Union

 Average Tariff
 Rates for GSP
 Beneficiaries
 after Customs

 Union

 1  Agriculture  41.27  41.26  41.65  41.26  41.26
 2  Animal husbandry  3.48  1.37  4.18  1.37  1.37
 3  Forestry  0.01  0.01  0.10  0.01  0.01
 4  Fishery  47.92  47.84  54.08  47.84  47.84
 5  Coal mining  3.33  0.00  3.33  4.00  0.00
 6  Crude petroleum  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00  0.00
 7  Iron ore mining  0.00  0.00  2.22  0.00  0.00
 8  Other metalic ore mining  0.13  0.00  1.21  0.00  0.00
 9  Non-metallic mining  9.09  0.00  11.02  0.95  0.95

 10  Stone quarying  1.95  0.00  2.18  0.02  0.00
 11  Slaughtering and meat  10.21  10.21  10.21  10.21  10.21
 12  Fruits and vegetables  72.49  68.01  72.62  68.01  68.01
 13  Vegetable and animal oil  16.31  16.31  16.38  16.29  16.29
 14  Grain mill products  41.33  41.02  41.33  41.02  41.02
 15  Sugar refining  28.79  28.79  28.79  28.79  28.79
 16  Other food processing  26.47  18.31  28.99  18.31  18.31
 17  Alcoholic beverages  72.10  5.25  94.28  11.28  7.35
 18  Non-alcholic beverages  56.92  0.00  69.81  14.83  0.00
 19  Processed tobacco  44.40  0.00  99.91  9.40  0.00
 20  Ginning  0.00  0.00  2.22  0.72  0.72
 21  Textiles  21.19  0.00  27.10  17.30  7.60
 22  Clothing  14.75  0.00  20.65  19.90  9.30
 23  Leather and fur production  7.85  0.00  12.57  10.20  2.80
 24  Footwear  24.40  0.00  35.70  22.50  9.10
 25  Wood products  15.25  0.00  18.97  2.00  0.05
 26  Wood furniture  26.22  0.00  32.64  5.50  0.00
 27  Paper and paper products  13.59  0.00  17.58  2.70  0.00
 28  Printing and publishing  8.23  0.00  10.79  4.52  0.00
 29  Fertilizers  8.22  0.00  16.38  8.10  0.00
 30  Pharmaceutical production  3.33  0.00  8.99  5.30  0.00
 31  Other chemical production  10.79  0.00  17.62  8.71  0.04
 32  Petroleum refining  22.54  0.00  24.35  2.70  0.00
 33  Petroleum and coal products  5.62  0.00  7.52  2.15  0.00
 34  Rubber products  19.57  0.00  23.91  5.60  0.03
 35  Plastic products  24.61  0.00  31.68  9.90  0.00
 36  Glass and glass production  16.85  0.00  21.94  5.76  0.00
 37  Cement  30.45  0.00  32.88  3.14  0.00
 38  Non-metallic mineral  18.33  0.00  23.21  5.47  0.00
 39  Iron and steel  8.00  0.00  10.70  5.50  3.30
 40  Non-ferrous metals  4.52  0.00  8.43  3.20  0.50
 41  Fabricated metal products  18.36  0.00  25.29  6.00  0.11
 42  Non-electrical machinery  7.36  0.00  12.50  4.40  0.00
 43  Agricultural machinery  6.98  0.00  12.18  3.50  0.00
 44  Electrical machinery  9.69  0.00  16.64  8.30  0.00
 45  Shipbuilding and repairing  6.13  0.00  12.89  0.50  0.00
 46  Railroad equipment  0.00  0.00  4.61  4.04  0.00
 47  Motor vehicles  27.33  0.00  33.10  9.40  0.00
 48  Other transport equipment  0.01  0.00  1.76  1.60  0.00
 49  Other manufacturing industries  2.92  0.00  8.19  2.95  0.00

 Mean
 Standard Deviation

 10.22
 17.68

 1.34
 14.48

 22.14
 15.36

 6.92
 13.79

 2.71
 14.51

 Source: Own calculations for all sectors in columns 1, 2 and 3
 NPR's for sectors 21, 22, 23, 24, 39 and 40 in column 4 have been obtained from Laird and Yeats [1990]; for
 sectors 25, 26, 27, 30, 34, 35, 42, 44, 45 and 47 from GATT [1993]; and own calculations for remaining sectors.
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 164 Opening up the Turkish Economy in the Context of the Customs Union with EU

 agricultural commodities from the levels in 1994. Similarly column 5 of

 Table 2 shows under the same assumption the average tariff rates for GSP

 beneficiaries. Thus we assume that the tariff rates Turkey will apply by 2001

 will be as shown in columns 2, 4 and 5 of Table 2. Note that by the year 2001

 the average NPR for the EU countries and for countries the EU has FTA's

 with will be 1.34%, for countries like USA, Japan and Canada 6.92% and for
 GSP beneficiaries 2.71.

 As NPR's change in the economy domestic prices will change leading to

 movements along the production possibility frontier. Among the sectors

 there will be winners and losers. Before turning to determination of these

 sectors let us consider the basic characteristics of the Turkish economy

 during 1990, the year when the latest input-output table was constructed by

 State Institute of Statistics. The data are reported in Table 3. The table
 reveals that the five non-service sectors generating the highest sectoral

 gross outputs and value addeds are "agriculture", "animal husbandary",
 "textiles", "other chemical production" and "other food processing". In
 terms of employment generated the top five non-service sectors are "agri

 culture", "animal husbandary", "textiles", "clothing" and "iron and steel".

 Column 4 of the Table shows the import penetration rates. According to the

 figures the sectors "other transport equipment", "crude petroleum", "ship

 building and repairing", "non-electrical machinery" and "non-ferrous met

 als" are the five sectors with highest import penetration rates. Finally col

 umn 5 of the Table reveals that the top five industries with highest shares of

 sectoral exports to sectoral gross output are "fruits and vegetables", "cloth

 ing", "non-metallic mining", "shipbuilding and repairing" and "textiles".

 To study the sectors that will be positively or adversely affected by the

 formation of the CU we first determine following the approach of Togan

 [1994] the effective protection rates (EPR) for the years 1994 and 2001. Con

 sideration of column 1 in Table 4 reveals that among the 49 tradable goods

 industries considered, there were during 1994 nine industries which had a

 EPR higher than 50%. In addition there were 18 industries which had EPR

 less than 50% but larger than 10%. In 12 industries EPR was less than 10%

 but positive. There were 9 industries which had negative EPR between 0
 and - 100% and the number of sectors with EPR less than - 100% amounted

 to 1. Similarly, consideration of column 2 in Table 4 reveals that during 2001
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 Table 3

 Basic Data on the Turkish Economy during 1990

 1-0

 Code
 Sector Name

 Gross

 Output

 (Million TL)

 Value

 Added

 (Million TL)

 Employment

 (Thousand)

 Import
 Penetration

 Rate

 »

 Share of

 Exports in

 Total Output

 «

 1  Agriculture  63,243,861  47,675,738  6511.2  3.35  3.24

 2  Animal husbandry  27,196,651  13,312,171  2800.0  1.71  1.26

 3  Forestry  3,375,123  2,812,457  49.3  12.49  0.78

 4  Fishery  2,624,856  2,027,855  16.3  0.55  3.53
 5  Coal mining  2,883,848  2,015,300  146.3  22.65  0.04
 6  Crude petroleum  1,857,558  1,382,263  3.4  84.28  0.24

 7  Iron ore mining  180,821  99,998  13.6  51.40  0.00

 8  Other metalic ore mining  537,786  342,535  6.1  14.41  21.61

 9  Non-metallic mining  874,930  747,321  9.9  13.14  40.77

 10  Stone quarying  1,607,640  1,231,397  18.2  9.11  1.96

 11  Slaughtering and meat  3,342,910  701,302  28.2  14.67  7.77

 12  Fruits and vegetables  2,212,924  736,856  46.7  6.95  66.53

 13  Vegetable and animal oil  4,023,697  1,110,840  35.4  18.51  10.87

 14  Grain mill products  6,165,931  893,643  55.9  3.41  2.69
 15  Sugar refining  3,714,776  986,580  83.5  19.01  0.22

 16  Other food processing  18,155,869  4,326,698  101.5  4.67  12.21

 17  Alcoholic beverages  2,331,812  1,619,371  19.4  6.60  13.50

 18  Non-alcholic beverages  1,306,421  562,940  18.3  2.89  7.47

 19  Processed tobacco  5,470,319  2,973,729  87.2  26.08  2.08
 20  Ginning  2,765,953  450,266  53.7  19.54  11.13

 21  Textiles  26,074,710  9,030,472  483.7  8.26  22.65

 22  Clothing  11,044,816  3,369,447  173.3  8.62  43.59

 23  Leather and fur production  2,455,214  876,556  42.3  19.61  16.26

 24  Footwear  1,763,004  473,951  16.7  3.77  4.92

 25  Wood products  8,312,943  2,651,977  37.1  1.95  0.79

 26  Wood furniture  2,503,098  772,642  11.8  2.22  2.41
 27  Paper and paper products  5,016,022  1,624,450  58.5  17.26  2.40

 28  Printing and publishing  3,251,627  903,706  37.0  4.00  1.50

 29  Fertilizers  2,021,832  541,052  25.9  29.67  8.13
 30  Pharmaceutical production  3,864,315  1,666,585  33.8  19.50  4.28

 31  Other chemical production  12,856,352  4,628,072  99.5  43.27  9.82

 32  Petroleum refining  22,450,561  4,071,602  13.6  13.60  3.34

 33  Petroleum and coal products  2,261,375  718,034  13.5  9.43  0.63

 34  Rubber products  4,977,881  1,475,994  35.1  11.39  3.17

 35  Plastic products  2,893,954  857,388  41.2  11.85  3.96

 36  Glass and glass production  2,409,006  1,245,383  41.0  11.03  17.02
 37  Cement  4,773,275  2,370,828  50.2  2.70  3.30

 38  Non-metallic mineral  3,873,708  1,889,891  110.1  13.86  5.33

 39  Iron and steel  16,521,869  3,341,047  169.1  26.09  16.62

 40  Non-ferrous metals  4,853,119  1,553,450  54.5  55.92  11.50

 41  Fabricated metal products  9,838,073  3,282,182  109.8  13.06  3.98

 42  Non-electrical machinery  7,671,726  3,174,390  114.5  59.40  5.34

 43  Agricultural machinery  2,020,482  715,730  25.0  7.66  1.16

 44  Electrical machinery  9,372,179  2,844,322  125.0  39.78  8.87

 45  Shipbuilding and repairing  493,874  225,410  15.2  61.22  26.28

 46  Railroad equipment  324,599  189,874  23.5  16.98  0.06

 47  Motor vehicles  11,178,313  3,144,540  126.7  33.49  3.93

 48  Other transport equipment  97,524  12,160  63.5  90.37  4.27

 49  Other manufacturing industries  5,292,101  1,365,636  25.0  33.47  6.92

 50-64  Services  352,012,658  233,242,512  6950.8  1.25  7.27

 Total  696,353,896  378,268,544  19231.0  11.39  7.87

 Note: The nominal average exchange rate in 1990 was 2607.62 (TL/$).
 Source: Turkish Input-Output Table 1990, State Institute of Statistics

 The employment data are obtained from Ozhan 11994].
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 166 Opening up the Turkish Economy in the Context of the Customs Union with EU

 there will be three industries which will have a EPR higher than 50%. There

 will be 4 industries which will have EPR less than 50% but larger than 10%.

 In 28 industries EPR will be less than 10% but positive. There will be 13

 industries which will have negative EPR between 0 and - 100%; and the
 number of sectors with EPR less than - 100% will amount to 1. Furthermore

 note that the economy wide EPR will decline from 18.44% in 1994 to 1.12% in
 2001.

 To study the effects of the CU on sectoral value addeds we subtract from

 the value of EPR for the year 2001 the value of EPR for the year 1994. The

 results are reported in column 3 of Table 4. The Table reveals that the for

 mation of the CU will lead among others to an increase in value added of the

 sectors "grain mill products", "clothing", and "agriculture". Of these sectors

 "agriculture" and "clothing" are among the top employment generating sec
 tors. The Table further indicates that the most sensitive ten sectors in the

 Turkish economy consists of the following sectors: processed tobacco,
 petroleum refining, non-alcoholic beverages, alcoholic beverages, wood fur

 niture, footwear, plastic products, cement, motor vehicles and wood prod

 ucts. Of these sectors "motor vehicles", "processed tobacco" and "cement"

 are among the relatively high employment generating sectors. "Motor vehi

 cles" and "processed tobacco" face relatively high values of import penetra

 tion rates. The shares of exports in total gross outputs are relatively low.

 When interpreting the results consideration should be given to the fact that

 EPR's have been calculated under the assumption that exchange rate does

 not change. But with the formation of the CU the real exchange rate will

 devalue. As a result some of the marginal sectors shown as losers in Table 4

 under fixed exchange rates will turn into winners with the real devaluation

 of the currency.

 Regarding access to Turkish market we note that as a result of the forma

 tion of CU all foreign countries will benefit from the reduction in nominal

 protection rates in Turkey. Regarding market access for Turkish exports
 into EU market we note that the EU had abolished the nominal tariff rates

 on imports of industrial goods from Turkey on September 1,1971. However,

 certain exceptions were made. The Community retained the right to charge

 import duties on some oil products over a fixed quota, and to implement a

 phased reduction of duties on imports of particular textile products from
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 Table 4

 Effective Protection Rates before and After the Customs Union

 with EU and the Effects of the Customs Union

 1-0
 Code  Sector Name

 EPR
 1994

 EPR
 2001

 Effects of
 the Customs

 Union

 1  Agriculture  44.41  45.60  1.19
 2  Animal husbandry  -18.61  -21.65  -3.04
 3  Forestry  -0.28  -0.01  0.26
 4  Fishery  56.58  58.10  1.52
 5  Coal mining  1.81  0.71  -1.10
 6  Crude petroleum  -0.78  -0.06  0.72
 7  Iron ore mining  -2.74  -0.21  2.53
 8  Other metalic ore mining  -1.68  -0.13  1.54
 9  Non-metallic mining  9.91  0.47  -9.45

 10  Stone quarying  0.29  -0.09  -0.37
 11  Slaughtering and meat  16.82  21.36  4.55
 12  Fruits and vegetables  291.43  285.80  -5.63
 13  Vegetable and animal oil  6.62  8.76  2.14
 14  Grain mill products  281.46  301.45  19.99
 15  Sugar refining  -54.25  -35.98  18.27
 16  Other food processing  29.37  5.33  -24.04
 17  Alcoholic beverages  145.43  -13.57  -159.00
 18  Non-alcholic beverages  128.03  -40.69  -168.72
 19  Processed tobacco  159.71  -84.25  -243.96
 20  Ginning  -138.12  -139.98  -1.86
 21  Textiles  28.79  2.68  -26.11
 22  Clothing  7.44  17.35  9.91
 23  Leather and fur production  10.73  0.43  -10.30
 24  Footwear  67.17  15.12  -52.05
 25  Wood products  37.28  0.67  -36.61
 26  Wood furniture  62.67  1.67  -61.00
 27  Paper and paper products  19.20  -0.04  -19.24
 28  Printing and publishing  4.42  1.04  -3.39
 29  Fertilizers  13.63  1.78  -11.85
 30  Pharmaceutical production  4.52  0.50  -4.02
 31  Other chemical production  12.61  1.45  -11.16
 32  Petroleum refining  180.44  3.75  -176.69
 33  Petroleum and coal products  -6.14  0.08  6.23
 34  Rubber products  33.95  1.29  -32.66
 35  Plastic products  48.45  2.22  -46.24
 36  Glass and glass production  25.54  1.26  -24.28
 37  Cement  46.02  0.65  —45.37
 38  Non-metallic mineral  26.79  1.30  -25.49
 39  Iron and steel  11.10  2.88  -8.22
 40  Non-ferrous metals  6.11  0.85  -5.27
 41  Fabricated metal products  35.90  0.66  -35.24
 42  Non-electrical machinery  8.37  0.45  -7.92
 43  Agricultural machinery  6.82  0.03  -6.79
 44  Electrical machinery  16.83  1.97  -14.87
 45  Shipbuilding and repairing  6.51  -0.83  -7.34
 46  Railroad equipment  -0.21  0.57  0.78
 47  Motor vehicles  46.21  1.97  -44.24
 48  Other transport equipment  -0.84  0.23  1.07
 49  Other manufacturing industries  1.91  -0.04  -1.95

 Mean
 Standard Deviation

 18.44
 72.32

 1.12
 65.39

 Source: Own Calculations
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 Turkey. On the other hand trade of products within the province of the

 ECSC have been protected by the Community through application of non

 tariff barriers and anti-dumping measures. With the formation of the CU the

 NPR's applied by EU on imports of all industrial goods from Turkey have
 been reduced to zero.

 The above considerations reveal that the CUD offers rapid liberalization

 of trade. However, there are loopholes in the liberalization provided

 through countervailing duties, antidumping procedures and safeguard
 measures which are mentioned in Articles 36, 42, 61 of the CUD. Article 36

 specifies that as long as a particular practice is incompatible with the com

 petition rules of the CU as specified in Articles 30-32 of the CUD and "in

 the absence of such rules if such practice causes or threatens to cause seri

 ous prejudice to the interest of the other Party or material injury to its

 domestic industry" the Community or Turkey may take the appropriate

 measures. Article 42 allows anti-dumping actions as long as Turkey fails to

 implement effectively the competition rules of the CU and other relevant

 parts of the acquis communautaire. In those cases Article 47 of the Addi

 tional Protocol signed in 1970 between Turkey and EC will remain in force.

 According to this article the Council Association, if it finds dumping, shall

 address recommendations to the persons with whom such practices origi

 nate. The injury party may take suitable measures if (i) the Council has

 taken no decision within 3 months and (ii) the dumping practices continue.

 In the case of a need of an immediate action, the party may introduce an

 interim protection measure such as anti-dumping duties for a limited dura

 tion. But the Council may recommend for the abolition of these interim

 measures. Finally Article 61 is about safeguards, which states that safe
 guard measures specified in Article 60 of the Additional Protocol will
 remain valid. According to Article 60 the Community (Turkey) may take

 necessary protective measures if serious disturbances occur in a sector of

 the economy of the Community (Turkey) or prejudice the external finan

 cial stability of one or more Member States (Turkey), or if difficulties arise

 which adversely affect the economic situation in a region of the Communi

 ty (Turkey).

 Consideration of potential trade arrangements in Europe shows that as of

 1997 the EU-15 countries form a single market. The EFTA countries except
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 Switzerland have close ties with the EU through the "Agreement on the

 European Economic Area". The Europe Agreements (EA's) concluded

 between CEEC and EU and the Turkey-EU CUD will extend at the latest by

 the year 2002 the freedom for movement of industrial goods to CEEC and

 Turkey. According to the long run design of European integration decided

 in 1993 in Copenhagen all EFTA countries and all nations with EA's can join

 the EU eventually Since then, all countries with EA's have submitted mem

 bership applications. At the Cannes Meeting of 1995 it was decided to con

 clude FTA's with the Mediterranean countries with the exception of Libya.

 If all goes well Russia, Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova will conclude FTA's

 with EU during the first part of the next century and all of the other former

 USSR members separate "Agreements on Partnership and Cooperation"s
 with EU. Freedom of movement of industrial goods among these countries

 would be achieved if each of the countries would sign the FTA's not only

 with EU but also with each other. This objective has been achieved partially

 by the Central European FTA and by the Baltic FTA Turkey has recently

 signed FTA's with Israel and Hungary and is expected to sign within two

 years FTA's with the Czech Republic, Lithuania, Poland, Romania and the

 Slovak Republic. Once the CEEC and Mediterranean countries together
 with Russia, Ukraine and Belarus will conclude among themselves FTA's
 the European free trade and investment opportunities will extend over a

 region from Morocco to Siberia and from Finland to Turkey.

 The above considerations reveal that Turkey by the beginning of next

 century will face increased competition as European free trade and invest

 ment opportunities extend over most of Europe and Mediterranean. With

 the CU the NPR's in trade with EU will go down from 10.22% in 1994 to
 1.34% in 2001, in trade with countries EU has FTA's with from 22.14% to

 1.34%, in trade with GSP countries from 22.14% to 2.71% and the MFN tariff
 rates from 22.14% in 1994 to 6.92% in 2001. Thus as the NPR's in trade with

 EU decreases by 8.88% the NPR's in trade with third countries will decrease

 on average by 18.18%. As a result we expect the trade creation effects of the

 CU to exceed by far the trade diversion effects, which probably will be mini
 mal.
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 IV. Customs Union Rules and Disciplines

 Turkey, by signing the CUD, has agreed to fulfill major tasks. These tasks

 include harmonization of commercial legislation as regards competition pol

 icy, state aids, intellectual and industrial property rights, and adoption of

 new rules on customs classification, valuation, rules of origin, technical reg

 ulations, standards and government procurements. Since the new rules and

 regulations are expected to effect the functioning of markets this section

 will concentrate on determining what these rules and regulations entail for

 Turkey.

 We first consider the case of competition policies. Turkey during the
 1980s and 1990s has used intensively three different tools of industrial poli

 cy. These tools are the investment incentives, the export incentives and the

 policy regarding state owned enterprises. In each case the government tried

 to obtain a preferred allocation of resources through the use of subsidies.

 Consideration of the system of production incentives used in Turkey until

 recently reveals that the government in order to promote investment in

 activities and areas regarded as desirable, has granted a number of incen

 tives since 1967. The incentives, regulated by laws and decrees, have been

 directed to reducing the cost of investment, reducing the need for external

 financing, and increasing profitability. On the export side the governments

 using various types of export incentives during the 1980's and 1990's have

 been able to increase the profitability in export activities. Togan [1994]
 shows that the average economy wide export subsidy rate has decreased
 from 32% in 1983 to 13% in 1990. Finally, regarding the policy on state owned

 enterprises in Turkey, we note that the Turkish public enterprise sector is

 very large. The state had, for a long time, monopolies on tobacco, war
 weapons, railways, air-transportation, air and sea-port administration, post

 and telecommunication and sugar production, and in the manufacturing sec

 tor the state-owned enterprises were heavily concentrated on basic metals,

 chemicals, petrochemicals, fertilizers, newsprint, paper, oil refineries,

 cement and textile production. The state-owned enterprises have shown in

 general poor economic performance due to the soft-budget constraint they

 faced. These firms are not submitted to commercial code and as such they

 escape bankruptcy laws. The state economic enterprises receive subsidies
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 from the government in the form of direct transfers, equity injections and

 debt consolidation. There are also barriers to exit in Turkey. The aim of

 investment incentive schemes was to encourage investment and not to
 increase competition in the country. The credit incentives, which were sup

 posed to promote entry, have often turned into instruments that reinforced

 the position of large incumbents. The government with its large share of the

 banking system has directly controlled the allocation of credit, and credit

 from public banks has often been extended not on the basis of commercial

 but of political considerations. For a long time there was no specific compe

 tition legislation or competition policy enforced in Turkey. To promote com

 petition within the country, the country during the 1980's has eliminated

 quantitative restrictions in foreign trade and decreased substantially the

 level of nominal and effective protection rates. But the reduction of nominal

 and effective protection rates was not sufficient to ensure proper function

 ing of the markets. Recognizing the need for competition policies Turkey

 adopted its own competition policy with the "Law on the Protection of Com

 petition" during December 1994.

 Regarding the export regime we note that Turkey has joined the GATT

 Subsidies Code in 1985, agreeing to eliminate export subsidies by 1989.
 Since Turkey is a member of the World Trade Organization it accepts the

 GATT 1994 Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM)
 which prohibits the governments from granting subsidies contingent upon

 either export performance or the use of domestic products.

 Recently Turkey has eliminated most of the investment and export incen

 tives. Within this context, GATT legal subsidies such as research and devel

 opment subsidies and subsidies to facilitate the adaptation of plants to new

 environmental regulations have been introduced in 1995. It is stressed, that

 in the future, export subsidies in Turkey will be restricted to subsidies pro

 vided to R&D activities, to environmental projects, and to financial assis

 tance to export promotion activities directed to the participation in trade

 fairs, the contracting of market research and the organization of educational

 activities such as seminars and conferences. Although considerable
 progress has been achieved in the fields of investment and export incen

 tives, similar progress has not been achieved in the case of public enterpris

 es. Although privatization has become a prominent part of the Turkish
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 structural adjustment program since 1983 privatization could not gain
 momentum until very recently mainly because of the various legal difficul
 ties encountered.

 The CUD requires that all agreements between undertakings which
 restrict or distort the competition, any abuse by one or more undertakings

 of a dominant position and any public aids which distorts competition are

 incompatible with the functioning of the customs union. The parties agree

 to adjust the state monopolies of commercial character at the end of the sec

 ond year following the entry into force of the CUD so that no discrimination

 regarding the conditions under which goods are produced and marketed

 exist between nationals of the Member States and of Turkey. Furthermore

 Turkey shall ensure at the end of first year that no measures taken for pub

 lic enterprises and for enterprises which have been granted special or exclu

 sive rights should disturb trade between the two parties. Turkey by apply

 ing the competition rules effectively in the future will remove the barriers to

 entry into and to exit from the industry. Finally Turkey recognizes that in

 order to comply with the rules of the CUD it will have to stop subsidizing

 the public enterprises at the prevailing rates, align its state aid policies to

 those of EU, and it will have to apply the same competition policies to all

 firms whether private or public. This adjustment will certainly be costly, but

 unless the system of state aid is aligned to those in EU and unless competi

 tion rules will be applied effectively to all private and public firms, EU could

 use commercial defense instruments (anti-dumping and countervailing
 duties) against Turkey. The CU rules on subsidies will certainly increase
 competition in Turkey. When faced with intensified competition, domestic

 industries, which may have reaped monopoly and oligopoly profits in a rela

 tively protected domestic market, will be forced to behave competitively.

 The concentration ratios in Turkey which are relatively high are expected to

 decline over time. Furthermore we expect the price-marginal cost mark-ups

 to decline in the private sector after effective implementation of competition

 policies. In the public sector we expect the public firms, for which the profit

 maximizing framework was inappropriate, to behave more competitively in
 the future.

 The success of the transition from situations, where antidumping mea

 sures are used as in the case of Turkey-EU trade, to a situation where com
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 mercial relations are governed by competition rules, depends on the evolu

 tion of the level of integration between States. This integration will be accel

 erated as long as markets are harmonized through stronger competition

 enforcement and the phasing out of antidumping measures. Thus the suc

 cess depends on the effective implementation of competition policies by the

 governments in Turkey.

 Besides competition policies the CUD has clauses on intellectual, indus

 trial and commercial property rights. The CUD requires that Turkey by Jan

 uary 1,1996 accede to Stockholm Act of the Paris Convention for the protec

 tion of industrial property, Patent Co-operation Treaty, Nice Convention con

 cerning the international classification of goods and services for the purpos

 es of the registration of marks, Paris Act of the Bern Convention for the pro

 tection of literary and artistic works, and Rome convention for the protec

 tion of performers, producers of phonograms and broadcasting organiza

 tions. In addition Turkey will adopt the EU domestic legislation in the indus

 trial property area, copyright and neighboring rights area. Turkey will
 insure adequate and effective protection and enforcement of intellectual

 property rights and it will implement the Uruguay Round Decision on
 TRIPS by 1999 and will implement Part III of the TRIPS Agreement by Janu

 ary 1, 1996. Furthermore Turkey will have to adopt by January 1, 1998 leg

 islation to secure the patentability of pharmaceutical products and process

 es. Regarding copyright the CUD requires that piracy such as counterfeit

 ing or boot-legging be effectively banned and that the terms of protection in

 cases of translation should not be inferior to fifty years in those cases in

 which the term is calculated on the basis other than the life of the person.

 Turkey shall accede by 1999 to the Protocol of the Madrid Agreement con

 cerning the international registration of marks, the Budapest Treaty on the

 international recognition of the deposit of micro-organisms for the purposes

 of the patent procedure and the International Convention for the protection

 of new varieties of plants. Finally Turkey shall implement by January 1,1996

 the EU Regulation regarding the prohibition of the release for free circula

 tion of counterfeit goods (EEC No 3077/87). By now Turkey has a new
 Copyright Law and a new Patent Law in conformity with the EU conditions

 and a Patent Office that will help in the implementation of the laws.

 As is well known the economic rationale for the protection of intellectual
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 property rights is framed in terms of costs and benefits (Hoekman [1995]).

 The costs include increase in payments for propriety knowledge, price
 increases associated with greater market power for knowledge producers,

 the costs of displacement of pirate activities, the costs of additional R&D
 and the costs associated with administrative and enforcement of intellectual

 property rights protection. Potential benefits include new inventions fos

 tered by higher levels of R&D, greater technology, increased foreign trade,

 increased foreign direct investment flows and hence increases in per capita

 income of the country. Within this context the main task facing Turkey and

 the CEEC is the transformation of their intellectual property rights regime

 into effective instruments for the promotion of innovation, and hence
 increases in income.

 In the case of standards the parties of the CUD stress the importance of

 effective co-operation of standardization, testing and certification. Following

 the CUD EU will assess the conformity of Turkish industrial products with

 its own legal requirements. Turkey aims to reduce the differences in the

 fields of standardization and conformity assessments. The CUD does recog

 nize the importance of public procurements but does not specify any specif

 ic arrangements. Article 26 of the CUD requires that Turkey adopts EU's

 customs provisions in the fields of (i) origin of goods, (ii) customs value of

 goods, (iii) introduction of goods into the territory of the customs union,
 (iv) customs declaration, (v) release for free circulation, (vi) movement of

 goods, (vii) customs debt and (viii) right of appeal. Furthermore for the

 effective functioning of the customs union the customs system in Turkey

 has to be modernized. A new draft customs law has been prepared replac

 ing the customs law. The new draft customs law aims for speedy customs

 release, simplified procedures and full automation of customs procedures.

 Recently the customs administration has been going through extensive

 training programs. The Turkish customs will start using the computer sys

 tems and will introduce on line declaration systems. Furthermore, the
 computer will make it possible to have at each customs point not only the
 relevant information for the collection of customs duties but also informa

 tion on preferential trade agreements and anti-dumping regulations that

 will be required to determine at customs the correct amount of taxes to be
 collected.
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 V. implications of the Agreement for Agricultural Products

 In Turkey agriculture has economy wide importance. During 1994-95 it

 accounted for about 14.5% of GDP and 46% of total employment in the econo

 my. These shares have been falling over time. Value added per agricultural

 worker in Turkish agriculture amounts to only 21% of the value added per

 non-agricultural worker in Turkish non-agricultural sector. Furthermore a

 large fraction of Turkish population still lives in rural areas and the highest

 fertility rates in Turkey are found in rural areas, with out-migration from

 these areas also tending to be high. Although migration abroad has slowed

 down, internal migration towards urban areas continues at a fast pace.

 Turkey aims to ensure adequate levels of nutrition and food supplies at rea

 sonable prices to consumers, raise production levels and yields while reduc

 ing the vulnerability of production to adverse weather conditions, increase

 farm incomes, improve their stability and develop rural areas. In pursuit of

 these objectives the government has implemented a set of measures based

 essentially on the support of producer prices, complemented by trade relat

 ed measures, the subsidization of farm inputs, and transfers related to

 investments in infrastructural projects.

 According to Articles 22-25 of the CUD Turkey in order to establish the

 freedom of movement of agricultural products will have to adjust its agricul

 tural policy in such a way as to adopt the CAP measures. But is this possi

 ble? What does the adoption of CAP measures mean for Turkey. Turkey at
 current domestic prices is a net exporter of some and net importer of some

 other farm products. But those domestic prices when converted at equilibri

 um exchange rates will generally be below the EU domestic prices. Should

 Turkey be given tariff free access to EU agricultural markets at existing EU

 prices then supply could be expected to increase in Turkey. The output of

 farm products in Turkey will be higher, the aggregate level of food self-suffi

 ciency will rise and Turkish consumers will face higher prices. Faced with

 similar problems in the context of CEEC, Anderson and Tyers [1993] found

 out that the implementation of the CAP by Visegrad-4 countries would cost

 the EU 37.6 billion ECU annually. On the other hand a recent study in the

 European Economy [1996] reports that the CAP price support of admitting
 the CEE-10 countries as members of EU would amount to 8.96 billion ECU
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 annually. Unfortunately there are no similar studies for the Turkish case. It

 could be argued that Turkey could in principle support the agricultural sec

 tor by establishing a fund similar to the European Agricultural Guidance

 and Guaranty Fund (FEOGA) and that the amount of support would be sim

 ilar in magnitude to that of CEEC. But who would provide the necessary

 funds in the Turkish case? Since Turkey cannot devote an amount similar to

 the figures given above from its own resources for the support of Turkish

 agricultural sector and since EU would be unwilling to bear the cost, the

 idea of establishing a fund similar to FEOGA in Turkey has to be aban
 doned. As a result it seems that freedom of movement of agricultural prod

 ucts between Turkey and EU cannot be achieved in the near future. We
 expect Turkey to keep the NPR's on agricultural commodities over the near

 future at their 1994 values. But this would mean that by the year 2001 agri

 culture will be protected more than the industry. During the period until

 1980 Turkey has tried to assign more importance to industry relative to

 agriculture through complicated systems of tariffs, quotas and overvalued

 exchange rates. After 1980 Turkey tried to achieve the same result through

 the use of tariffs and tariff like charges. In order to avoid changing the

 incentive structure Turkey may have to reduce gradually the NPR's on agri
 cultural commodities.

 VI. Macroeconomic Issues

 With the formation of the CU the import tax revenue will be reduced sub

 stantially. Calculations using the 1990 input-output table of Turkey and the

 sectoral NPR's reported in Table 2 reveal that the annual tax revenue will be

 reduced by about $2.5 billion. The government in order to compensate the

 loss in tax revenue amounting to $2.5 billion has been trying to find solu

 tions. One solution was to introduce the "Special Consumption Tax". This

 tax will be introduced on a large number of commodities but the most

 important ones will be petroleum products, alcohol, tobacco and motor vehi

 cles. Since tax rates on these commodities are already high difficulties
 could be faced in raising the additional $2.5 billion through the special con

 sumption tax. An alternative solution would be to increase the general VAT

 rate from the prevailing 15%. Since 80% of the VAT revenue is collected from
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 large corporations raising the VAT rate would just increase the tax burden

 of the corporations. The raising of additional taxes amounting to $2.5 billion

 by VAT seems to face certain problems. Thus the government either has to

 reduce the government expenditures by $2.5 billion or find ways of collect

 ing the amount of $2.5 billion by improving the efficiency of taxation in the

 country. But in either case output in the short run could decrease and
 unemployment increase. In the long run the employment problem will be

 solved through adjustments. Finally one should also note that the reduction

 of NPR's will lead to increases in imports over time leading to deterioration

 of balance of payments. Thus real depreciation of the currency seems
 inevitable.

 Regarding the effects of the CU on FDI flows we note that Turkey is a

 middle income developing country with a fairly well developed infrastruc

 ture including communication, transportation, finance and banking. Geo

 graphically she is well placed to service a number of countries in the region.

 Yet, the volume of FDI is low compared with the amount harbored by sever

 al other developing countries at a similar stage of development. Turkey after

 establishing the CU with EU will implement the competition policies of EU

 and also insure adequate and effective protection and enforcement of intel

 lectual, industrial and commercial property rights. These are measures that

 will increase the FDI into Turkey. Turkey will be able to attract more FDI

 than before as long as the country will be able to achieve political, social and

 macroeconomic stability (price and exchange rate stability with relatively
 high rates of sustainable growth). Given the immobility of labor between

 the parties, EU capital will seek the relatively cheap Turkish labor force.

 Capital is expected to flow into sectors where value added and hence prof

 itability will increase with the formation of the CU. These sectors will con

 sist among others of clothing, agriculture, food processing and service sec

 tors which until now have been sheltered from competition. It should be

 emphasized that Turkey is a large and fast expanding market. It is in fact

 the largest market in the Middle East, Balkans and Caucasus. According to

 "World Development Report 1996" Turkish GDP is as large as 35% of Russ

 ian GDR Turkey, located at the crossroads between Europe, Eurasia and

 the Middle East, is acting as a link between these markets. The harmoniza

 tion of Turkish commercial legislation with that of the Community will
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 enable the EU, American and Japanese companies to use Turkey as a joint

 investment and export base for the Middle East and Eurasia. As a result

 Istanbul is emerging as the city of headquarters for operations in the Cauca

 sus and Central Asia by the transnational companies.

 Finally we should note that the Customs Union Agreement is silent on

 four issues: (i) supply of services, (ii) establishments, (iii) movement of cap

 ital, and (iv) movement of labor. According to Article 36 of the Additional

 Protocol the rights to freedom of movement and eligibility for social benefits

 in EU for Turkish immigrant workers and their families should have been

 achieved in progressive stages by no later than December 1, 1986. But
 because of major changes in the labor market situation in EU since the early

 1970's the objective could not be achieved. Currently there is a ban on the

 recruitment of migrant workers by EU countries from Turkey and Turks

 face visa requirements visiting EC countries. The CUD is silent on supply of

 services, establishments and movement of labor mainly because EU wants

 the immigration gates to remain closed for the foreseeable future. Regard

 ing capital mobility we note that as of 1995 there were no restrictions on

 capital movements in neither EU nor Turkey. Free movement of capital is

 thus taken as granted in the CUD.

 Vli. Conclusion

 From the point of view of Turkey, CU with the EU is desirable mainly as

 the EU is and shall be the major trading partner of Turkey and the EU is

 likely to be the major source of technology and investment for Turkey in the

 coming decades. As an economic integration model, membership to the EU

 is the first best option for Turkey. But the chances of Turkey becoming a

 member of the EU in the near future are rather dim. In the long run Turkey

 aims to become a member of the EU and considers the formation of the CU

 as an intermediate step towards the achievement of this aim. It is expected

 that the CU with the EU will lock in political and economic reforms and pro

 vide the much needed credibility to the reforms. In addition CU would
 imply increased competition for the country within the European free trade

 and investment area where each country will face similar market rules and

 disciplines. Increased competition will lead in the long run to improved
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 resource allocation and thus to increases in per capita income. The policy

 makers in Turkey are willing to bear the short run costs of establishing the

 CU. It seems that the Turkish economy with the formation of the CU will

 have to bear all of the costs of adjustment without getting the kind of assis

 tance that Greece, Portugal and Spain have received from EU when they

 joined the Community.
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